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Abstract
Enhancing systems with advanced diagnostic capabilities for detecting,
locating, and compensating faults during operation increases autonomy and
reliability. To assure that the diagnosis-enhanced system really has improved
reliability, we need – besides other means – to check the correctness of the
diagnosis functionality. In this paper, we contribute to this challenge and
discuss the application of testing to the case of model-based diagnosis, where
we focus on testing the system models used for fault detection and localization. We present a simple use case and provide a step-by-step discussion
on introducing testing, its capabilities, and arising issues. We come up with
several challenges that we should tackle in future research.
Keywords: model-based diagnosis, testing, verification and validation.

14.1 Introduction
Every system comprising hardware faces the problem of degradation under
operation, which impacts its behavior over time. To prevent unwanted behavior that may lead to harm, we have to carry out regular maintenance tasks.
Maintenance includes preventive activities like changing the tires of cars
when their surfaces do not meet regulations anymore and looking at errors
occurring during operation. The latter requires root cause identification, i.e.,
searching for components we have to repair for failure recovery. There is
no doubt that the maintenance and diagnosis of engineered systems are of
practical importance and, therefore, worth being considered in research.
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If we aim to support maintenance personnel carrying out diagnoses, we
need to automate the fault detection and localization activities. Since the
beginning of artificial intelligence, diagnosis has been an active research field
leading to expert systems and later to model-based diagnosis. The idea behind
model-based diagnosis is to use system models for localizing the root causes
of detected failures. Early work includes Davis and colleagues [3] papers
discussing the basic ideas and concepts behind model-based reasoning. Later,
Reiter [15] formalized the idea utilizing first-order logic. Based on these
foundations, several authors have discussed several applications of modelbased reasoning for solving real-world problems. Applications range from
power supply networks [1], the automotive domain [13], space probes [14],
robotics [7], self-adaptive systems [16], to debugging [6]. For a more recent
paper, we refer to Wotawa and Kaufmann [22], where the authors introduced
how advanced reasoning systems can be used for computing diagnosis. For
recent applications of diagnosis in the context of cyber-physical systems, have
a look at [9, 23, 21, 20].
In the following, we illustrate the basic ideas and concepts of model-based
reasoning using a small example circuit comprising a battery B, a switch S,
and two bulbs L1 , L2 . We depict the circuit in Figure 14.1. If we switch on
S, we expect both bulbs to transmit light when we assume the correctness of
every component. It is important to consider such correctness assumptions.
For example, if we switch on S, and only one bulb (e.g., L1 ) is on, and the
other (e.g., L2 ) is not, we conclude a broken bulb. But how can we do this?
We may consider a model for each component, e.g., a correct battery provides
electricity, a switch in the on state takes the electricity from the battery and
transmits it to the bulbs, and a correct bulb produces light if there is electricity
available. When we assume that all components are working, we receive a
contradiction from this model. This is due to bulb L2 that should produce
light but we do not observe it. If we assume all components except L2 to be
correct, there is no contradiction anymore, and we have identified the root
cause, i.e., L2 .
A prerequisite of model-based diagnosis is the availability of a system
model (or model in short). Modeling is not a trivial task. For model-based
diagnosis, we need models formulated in a language that a reasoning system
can use for deriving logical conclusions. Models are abstract representations
of the system structure and behavior. Only parts of the system classified
as components in the model can be part of a derived root cause. Wires or
connectors need to be stated as components if we want to have them included
in a diagnosis. In model-based diagnosis, only components used in models
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Figure 14.2

The model-based diagnosis principle and information needed for testing.

14.2 The Model Testing Challenge
Before discussing the model testing challenge in detail, we briefly summarize
model-based diagnosis and the required information. In Figure 14.2 we depict
the basic architecture behind every model-based diagnosis system. On the
right side, we have a (physical) system from which we extract observations.
On the upper left side, we have a model of the system. This model shall
represent the system in a way such that expected observations can be derived.
The model and the observations are passed to a diagnosis engine, which
tries to find an arrangement of health states to components such that no
contradiction can be derived. In the simplest case, we only know the correct
behavior of components. We use a logic predicate nab\1 to represent the
corresponding health state. The diagnosis engine itself is assumed to be
based on either a theorem prover or a constraint solver. It delivers a set of
diagnoses. Each diagnosis itself is a set of faulty components. If the set of
diagnoses comprises the empty set, we know that all components are working
as expected.
It is worth noting that in the context of this paper, we are not interested
in outlining the details regarding model-based diagnosis, the modeling principles, and algorithms. We solely focus on testing, and specifically on testing
the system model. What we can take with us from Figure 14.2 are the inputs
and outputs to the diagnosis engine comprising the model, the observations,
and the computed diagnoses. If we want to verify the implementation of
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the diagnosis engine, we can use models and observations together with
the corresponding expected diagnoses to define a test case. However, when
we want to test the models, which are usually divided into two parts, the
component models, and the structure of the system, we have to further think
about underlying assumptions and prerequisites.
First, we have to assume that the diagnosis engine itself is correct. This
means that the diagnosis engine is delivering the right diagnoses for a given
model and observations. Testing the implementation of the diagnosis engine
might also comprise testing the underlying theorem prover or constraint
solver, the implementation of the diagnosis algorithm, and the compiler that
is used to load a model and the observations into the diagnosis engine.
Second, the observations themselves describe the data that have been
observed from the system. Usually, we do not use the raw data obtained from
the system directly. The data is usually mapped to logical representations.
Because we are only focusing on the verification of models used for diagnosis, there might also be faults occurring that originate from the mapping of
data to their logical representations. For verifying the model, we do not need
to deal with this topic. We can stay with the abstract representation of real
observations for testing.
Finally, we assume that models can be divided into component models
and structural models. We further assume that the component models are
generally valid and can be used in several systems. This assumption is of
particular importance because one argument in favor of model-based diagnosis is its flexibility in adapting to different systems and its model re-use
capabilities.
Let us now come up with a definition of the challenge of testing diagnosis
models where we have the following information given:
1. A model M for components of given types and their connections.
For testing we want to have the following:
1. A set of systems Σ and for each system S ∈ Σ a model MS representing
the structure, i.e., its components and connections.
2. For each system S, we want to have a set of inputs, i.e., possible
observations, and a set of expected diagnoses. Note that observations
include inputs and outputs of a system, and control commands (like
opening or closing a switch).
Note that the systems, as well as their inputs, must be obtained such that
they may lead the diagnosis engine to compute different values. This principle
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is well-known in testing where testers focus on revealing faults and try to
bring an implementation into a state of failure. For stating the problem, we
do not rely on automation. Test cases for diagnosis models, and in particular
the behavioral part, may be developed manually or using any method for
automated test case generation (if possible).
In practice, we might be interested in testing a particular model comprising a structural and behavioral part of a given system. For this variant of the
general model testing challenge, we only need to come up with observations
and expected diagnoses. In the next section, we discuss generating test cases
using the two-bulb example as a use case.

14.3 Use Case
In this section, we use the two-bulb example from Figure 14.1 as a use
case for diagnosis model testing. We developed the diagnosis model using
the input format of the Clingo1 theorem prover that relies on the logic
programming language Prolog. In Figure 14.3 we see the source code of the
model. In Line 1, the ordinary behavior of a battery is given. In case the
battery is correctly working (and the predicate nab\1 is true), the battery
provides a nominal output at the pow port. In lines 2-4, we formalize the
model of a switch. A switch is transferring the power from the in_pow
to the out_pow port and vice versa if it is correctly working an on. If the
switch is off, there is no power at the output. Similarly, in lines 5-7, we see
the behavior model of bulbs. If there is nominal power on the input, and the
bulb is working fine, then the bulb is shining. If there is no power, there is also
no light. If there is a light, we know that there must be electricity provided.
In lines 8-10, we have the connection model, stating that there is a transfer
from one port of a component to another, and their values must be the same.
The latter is stated in Line 10. Afterward, we have the structural model of
the circuit. First, we define the components of the circuit b, s, l1, l2 for
the battery, switch, lamp 1 and lamp 2 respectively. Second, we state the
connections between the ports of the components.
For testing the model of the particular two-bulb system, we have to
provide test cases comprising observations (which work as the inputs to the
model) and the expected diagnoses (which are the expected outputs). For the
two bulb example, the position of the switch (on, off), and the state of the
1

see https://potassco.org
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Use case 7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

val(pow(X),nominal) :- type(X,bat), nab(X).
val(out_pow(X),V) :type(X,sw), on(X),
val(in_pow(X),V), nab(X).
val(in_pow(X),V) :type(X,sw), on(X),
val(out_pow(X),V), nab(X).
val(out_pow(X),zero) :- type(X,sw), off(X), nab(X).
val(light(X),on) :- type(X,lamp),
val(in_pow(X),nominal), nab(X).
val(light(X),off) :type(X, lamp),
val(in_pow(X),zero), nab(X).
val(in_pow(X), nominal) :- type(X,lamp),
val(light(X),on).
val(X,V) :- conn(X,Y), val(Y,V).
val(Y,V) :- conn(X,Y), val(X,V).
:- val(X,V), val(X,W), not V=W.
type(b, bat).
type(s, sw).
type(l1, lamp).
type(l2, lamp).
conn(in_pow(s), pow(b)).
conn(out_pow(s), in_pow(l1)).
conn(out_pow(s), in_pow(l2)).

Figure 14.3 A model for diagnosis of the two lamp example from Figure 14.1 comprising
the behavior of the components (lines 1-7) and connections (lines 8-10), and the structure of
3 A model for diagnosis of the two lamp example from Figure 1 comprising the
the circuit Figure
(lines 11-18).
behavior of the components (lines 1-7) and connections (lines 8-10), and the structure of the
circuit (lines 11-18).
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Table 14.1 All eight test cases used to verify the 2-bulb example comprising the used
observations and the expected diagnoses. The P/F column indicates whether the original
√
model passes ( ) or fails (×) the test.
Observations
Expected diagnoses
P/F
√
1
on(s). val(light(l1),on).
{{}}
val(light(l2,on)).
√
2
off(s). val(light(l1),off).
{{}}
val(light(l2,off)).
√
3
off(s). val(light(l1),on).
{{s, l2}}
val(light(l2,off)).
√
4
off(s). val(light(l1),off).
{{s, l1}}
val(light(l2,on)).
√
5
off(s). val(light(l1),on).
{{s}}
val(light(l2,on)).
√
6
on(s). val(light(l1),on).
{{l2}}
val(light(l2,off)).
√
7
on(s). val(light(l1),off).
{{l1}}
val(light(l2,on)).
√
8
on(s). val(light(l1),off).
{{b}, {s}, {l1, l2}}
val(light(l2,off)).

observations. For the first test case the file tle_obs1.pl comprises the
following statements:
#include ẗwo_lamps_example.pl.
¨
on(s).
val(light(l1),on).
val(light(l2),on).
The first line includes the model we show in Figure 14.3, which we
store in the file two_lamps_example.pl. For executing a test case,
we run the diagnosis engine in a shell using the following command:
./model_diagnose -f tle_obs1.pl -fault 2. In this call, we
ask for diagnoses comprising up to two components, which we do via setting
the parameter -fault to 2. Finally, we used a shell script to carry out all
test cases. We see the outcome of testing in column P/F in Table 14.1. The
model passes all tests successfully.
After checking the correctness of diagnosis results obtained when using
the model, we wanted to evaluate the quality of the test suite. In software
engineering, measures like code coverage or the mutation score are used
for this purpose. Estimating code coverage, i.e., the number of rules used
to derive a contradiction for diagnosis is difficult because theorem provers

14.3 Use Case
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Table 14.2 Running 7 model mutations Mi, where we removed line i in the original model
of Figure 14.3, using the 8 test cases from Table 14.1.
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
1
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
2
√
√
√
√
3
×
×
×
√
√
√
√
4
×
×
×
√
√
√
√
√
5
×
×
√
√
√
√
√
6
×
×
√
√
√
√
√
7
×
×
√
√
√
√
8
×
×
×

usually do not provide this information. Therefore, we focused on mutation
testing [2, 12]. The underlying idea is to modify a program and to have a look
at whether this modification can be detected by the test suite. The mutation
score is defined as the fraction of the detected and all mutations. There are
some issues when computing the mutation score, for example, equivalent
mutants, i.e., changes of the program that are not changing the behavior.
For languages like Java, there are tools, e.g., [8]. In our case, because of a
lack of tools, we only removed rules as modification operators. In particular,
we were interested in looking at the consequences to the diagnosis results
when removing a rule from a component model. We define a mutant Mi as the
original program (from Figure 14.3) where we removed the rule in Line i. In
Table 14.2 we find the results obtained for each mutant. We see that there are
two mutants M3 and M6 that cannot be detected by any test cases. Hence, the
mutation score for our test suite is 57 = 0.7143. To clarify the reason behind
not having a mutation score of 1.0 we analyzed the corresponding rules of
mutant M3 and M6. M3 allows transferring electricity also from the output to
the input, which might be appropriate when dealing with other circuits. M6
covers the case where there is zero power on the input. Because there are no
other rules allowing to derive zero power, this rule does not provide anything
for the reasoning process for this use case and can be removed. Please note
that the rule might be introduced again when considering a different use case
where we have to deal with zero power at the input.
The question that remains is whether the component models can be used
for other systems as well. To verify the corresponding property, i.e., the
component models are generally applicable, we have to come up with new
systems and apply test case generation again. In this use case, we slightly
modified the original two-bulb example. We added another switch in parallel
such that both provide the functionality of an or-gate. The lamps have to be
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type(b, bat).
type(s1, sw).
type(s2, sw).
type(l1, lamp).
type(l2, lamp).

S2

S1

B

L1

L2

conn(in_pow(s1), pow(b)).
conn(out_pow(s1), in_pow(l1)).
conn(out_pow(s1), in_pow(l2)).
conn(in_pow(s2), pow(b)).
conn(out_pow(s2), in_pow(l1)).
conn(out_pow(s2), in_pow(l2)).
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14.4 Open Issues and Challenges
We can identify the following results and issues from the use case discussed
in the previous section.
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Table 14.3 Test cases for the extended two-bulb example from Figure 14.4 and their test
execution results. In gray we indicate tests that check the expected (fault-free) behavior of the
circuit.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Observations
on(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),on).
off(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),on).
on(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),on).
off(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),off).
on(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),on).
on(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),off).
on(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),off).
on(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),on).
on(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),off).
on(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),off).
off(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),on).
off(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),off).
off(s1). on(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),off).
off(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),off).
off(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,off)). val(light(l2),on).
off(s1). off(s2).
val(light(l1,on)). val(light(l2),on).

Expected diagnoses
{{}}

P/F
√

{{}}

×

{{}}

×

{{}}
{{l1}}
{{l2}}
{{b}, {s1, s2}{l1, l2}}

√
√
√
√

{{l1}}

×

{{l2}}

×

{{b}, {s1}{l1, l2}}

×

{{l1}}

×

{{l2}}

×

{{b}, {s2}, {l1, l2}}
{{s1, s2, l2}}
{{s1, s2, l1}}
{{s1, s2}}

×
√
√
√

• Testing a model for a particular system that is based on component
models and a structural part is possible but requires to identify (i)
the input, i.e., observations given to the system, and (ii) the expected
diagnosis. From this result the following issues arise:
– We have to identify the observations given to the system. This
might not be an obvious task requiring to analyse the functionality
of the system. We may start with observations of the input and the
output of the system. But this might not be a complete test suite
when considering the mutation score.
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– Furthermore, we have to consider different observations. We may
make use of all combinations as we did in the case study. However,
for a larger system, this is infeasible, and other approaches are
required. Combinatorial testing [11] might be a good starting point
for future research.
– The expected diagnoses have to be computed manually. This is a
time-consuming task. Hence, any means for automating this step
would be highly appreciated.
• The generated test suite may not lead to one that allows for detecting
all faults. Fault detection capabilities are usually measured using the
mutation score. From the use case discussed in the previous section, we
see that the mutation score, even when considering only one mutation
operator, might be less than 1.0. Related issues and future research
activities include:
– We need to come up with a well-founded theory of mutation testing for logic rules. This also includes considering more mutation
operators.
– There is a need for generating test cases for diagnosis models
automatically such that the mutation score can be maximized.
• Testing should be extended to check whether the component models can
be used in other systems as well. What is missing in this context is:
– The automated generation of different but still relevant systems for
practical applications is an open research question. For each of the
generated systems, we need to compute test suites and check the
correctness of the computed diagnosis. Note that in principle, we
have an infinite number of such systems. We have to think about
when to stop testing.
– In case of deviations between the expected diagnoses and the
computed ones, someone is interested in identifying the reasons
behind them. Hence, we need debugging functionality that may be
similar to previous work on debugging knowledge bases [5].
In summary, the main challenge relies on the automation of test case
generation. Test cases or at least the expected diagnoses have to be generated manually. Moreover, we need to adapt existing testing methods and
techniques for logic representations. Partially there is related work someone
can start with. But when compared to corresponding work for ordinary
programming languages, available knowledge can be considered minor.
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14.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the use of testing for model-based diagnosis. We
focused on assuring the quality of system models used for fault detection
and localization. We discussed how to test models and identified arising
shortcomings, and future research directions. Testing a system model comes
in two flavors: (i) testing a model of a particular system and (ii) testing
component models used in different system models. For both, we need to
define test cases comprising observations and expected diagnoses. For testing
component models, in addition, we need to come up with different systems.
Issues and challenges include providing means for answering the question of
when to stop testing, giving quality guarantees, and the automation of test
case generation.
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